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Detailed crustal imaging ofwesternMichoacán and the Jalisco Block is obtained from ambient noise tomography.
Results show a deep and well-delineated volcanic system below the Colima volcano complex, rooting up to
~22 km depth, with a shallowmagmatic chamber constrained to the first ~7 km. A shallow low-velocity system
to the south of the Chapala rift and west of the Michoacán-Guanajuato volcanic field merges, underneath the
Colima rift, with the Colima volcano system at about 20 km depth, honoring the geometry of the Trans-Mexican
Volcanic Belt. For depths greater than ~30 km, low-velocity features become parallel to the slab strike, right be-
neath the Mascota, Ayutla and Tapalpa volcanic fields, suggesting the presence of the mantle wedge above the
Rivera plate. All mentioned low-velocity bodies are spatially correlated with the superficial volcanic activity
suggesting their magmatic origin so that, the shallower these bodies, the younger are the associated volcanic
deposits. Along the coast, different depths of the uppermost layer of the Rivera and the Cocos plates suggest
that the latter plate subducts with an angle ~9° steeper than the former.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In western Mexico, the Rivera and the Cocos oceanic plates subduct
beneath the North American continental plate (Fig. 1). Both oceanic
plates have different ages, compositions (e.g., Schaaf et al., 1995;
Rosas-Elguera et al., 1996), convergence vectors and subduction angles
(Kostoglodov and Bandy, 1995; Pardo and Suárez, 1995; Manea et al.,
2006; Pérez-Campos et al., 2008; Soto et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009;
Andrews et al., 2011; Skinner and Clayton, 2011; Suhardja, 2013;
Taran et al., 2013; Abbott, 2014). Five to 10 Ma ago, the Rivera plate
that subducts the Jalisco Block detached from the Cocos plate (DeMets
and Traylen, 2000), generating an extensional rifting process that
separates the Jalisco Block from the North American plate (e.g., Bandy
et al., 2000; Ferrari and Rosas-Elguera, 2000). Although the Jalisco
Block is well delineated by the Colima graben to the East and the
Tepic-Zacoalco rift to theNorth (Fig. 1), the nature and theexact location
of the boundary between both subducting plates are still unclear (e.g.,
Andrews et al., 2011; Gaviria et al., 2013). At present, it is believed that
the boundary lies beneath the Colima graben on land and the El Gordo
graben offshore (e.g., Serrato-Díaz et al., 2004; Dougherty et al., 2012),
but the existing uncertainty makes it challenging to understand the
dynamic interaction between the Rivera plate and the deformation of
the overriding Jalisco Block.

The rifting structures bounding the Jalisco Block along with the
subduction process have produced spatio-temporal variations of the

volcanism in the Jalisco Block and the western part of the Trans-
Mexican Volcanic Belt (TMVB). Geochemical analysis of lava sam-
pled in the region revealed contrasting compositions, including both
subduction-related calk-alkaline and intraplate alkaline volcanic signa-
tures (e.g., Ferrari et al., 2000). Furthermore, the volcanic front in
the western TMVB has migrated trenchward from the late Miocene to
the Quaternary (Ferrari et al., 2001). This migration may be related to
the steepening of the Rivera plate, due to a reduction of its convergence
rate about 8.5 to 6.5 Ma ago (e.g., Pardo and Suárez, 1995) (i.e., a slab
rollback; Ferrari et al. (2001)). Although Frey et al. (2007) are skeptical
of the trenchward slab migration due to a lack of geological evidence,
recent seismological studies support the “rollback theory”, which
seems to explain a lateral asthenospheric flow around the slab edges
toward the mantle wedge (Soto et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009; Suhardja,
2013; Ferrari et al., 2011). Furthermore, shear-waves splitting and
P-wave tomographic studies (Soto et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009) support
the idea of a slab gap between the Rivera and the Cocos plates (deeper
than 150 km) starting just north of the Colima volcano. This aperture
would also allow deep and enriched asthenospheric materials to flow
into the mantle wedge. Furthermore, Yang et al. (2009) proposed the
existence of a slab detachment in the Rivera plate (about 400 km
depth) that allows material to rise and produce a locally warmer mantle
wedge. These recent results (Yang et al., 2009) may explain the mixed
geochemical signature of the western TMVB basalts.

The ‘Mapping the Rivera Subduction Zone’ (MARS) and the ‘Colima
Volcano Deep Seismic Experiment’ (CODEX) seismic arrays (Fig. 1)
have significantly contributed to the understanding of the deep struc-
ture (i.e., below 80 km depth) and geodynamics of the region. Some
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authors (Andrews et al., 2011; Taran et al., 2013; Abbott, 2014) suggest
that a sharp change in the slab subduction angle takes place beyond
40 km inland from the coast at ~35 km depth, so that the Rivera plate
becomes steeper than the Cocos plate (dotted lines in Fig. 1). Despite
these works, the continental crust is still poorly known. The absence
of information responds to the limitations of traditional tomographic
techniques based on passive seismology (i.e., earthquake records),
which often lack of resolution in the shallow structure due to inade-
quate ray coverage in the crust. A better understanding of the relation-
ship between the deep geodynamic processes and both seismotectonics
and superficial geology (e.g., the active volcanism) requires a detailed
description of the crust. To do so, we performed an ambient noise
surface wave tomography, which is a technique allowing producing
high-resolution images of the upper crust in the absence of earthquakes
(e.g., Shapiro et al., 2005; Brenguier et al., 2007; Stehly et al., 2009;
Stankiewicz et al., 2010; Mordret et al., 2013). The technique retrieves
the elastodynamic Green’s function (EGF) between pairs of stations
in a large frequency range (depending of the seismic network configura-
tion) by cross-correlating the ambient noise time series recorded at the
stations (Shapiro and Campillo, 2004; Shapiro et al., 2005; Weaver,
2005; Shen et al., 2012).

In this work, we first explain (Section 3) the methodology used to
recover the EGFs between concomitant pairs of stations of four seismic
networks: (1) the Mapping the Rivera Subduction Zone (MARS) exper-
iment, (2) the Colima Volcano Deep Seismic Experiment (CODEX);

(3) the Colima local network (RESCO); and (4) the National Seismolog-
ical Service (SSN) network. Then we describe how the Rayleigh-wave
group velocity measurements were generated from these EGFs (also
in Section 3) to carry out the crustal tomographic imaging (Section 4).
We finally analyze and interpret the obtained images (Section 5) of
the upper 35 km across the Jalisco Block and western Michoacán,
under the light of previous studies.

2. Seismic data processing

The spatial resolution of ambient noise tomography depends on
the frequency bandwidth of the seismic measurements and both the
density and distribution of the stations. Seismic networks with small
interstation spacing, large footprints and long deployment duration
are appropriate for detailed ambient noise studies (Sánchez-Sesma
and Campillo, 2006; Bensen et al., 2007). In this work, we compiled
seismic data from four different networks (Fig. 1; MARS, CODEX, RESCO
and SSN) that continuously recorded the ground motion. The temporal
MARS experiment (Yang et al., 2009) consisted of 50 broadband seismic
instruments deployed in southwestern Mexico during 18 months from
January 2006 to June 2007. The CODEX experiment, which had a five-
month overlap with the MARS experiment, consists of 18 short-period
seismic instruments deployed in the surroundings of the Colima Volcano.
The RESCO and the SSN permanent networks, have broadband seismom-
eter fromwhich we used continuous records between January 2006 and

Fig. 1. Tectonic and geologic setting of the study region. Triangles correspond to the seismic stations: MARS (blue); CODEX (red); RESCO (green); SSN (yellow). The study region is
delineated by the grey polygon. Gray dots refer to themonogenetic volcanoes (from Ferrari et al., 2011). The acronyms are as follows: CP, coco plate; CR, Colima rift; CVC, Colima volcanic
complex; EGG, El Gordo graben; MB, Manzanillo Bay; MGVF, Michoacan-Guanajuato volcanic field; NAP, North American Plate; PP, Pacific plate; RP, Rivera plate; Ta, Tancítaro stratovol-
cano. Tectonic features (black lines), the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt (sandy colored region) and slab isodepth contours (black dotted lines) are taken from Yang et al. (2009), Ferrari et al.
(2011) and Abbott (2014), respectively.
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March 2008. In total, 78 seismic stations were used to obtain vertical
component cross-correlation functions (CCFs) for daily time series of
all concomitant pairs of stations. We pre-processed the data by down
sampling to 20Hz, removing of themean, the trend and the instrumental
response, followed by a 1- to 40-s band-pass filtering. Temporal (1 bit)
and spectral (whitening) normalizations were also applied to diminish
the influence of earthquakes and non-stationary noise sources near the
stations, but also to broaden the observed frequency band (e.g., Bensen
et al., 2007). The daily CCFs were stacked for each station pair to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Only CCFs with SNR larger or equal to 15
were used in the study. Forty-six percent of the obtained CCFs were
rejected after applying such quality criterion. Fig. 2 shows the resulting
CCFs as a function of interstation distance, where a coherent wave train
propagating across the network is clearly observed. To retrieve the EGF
between pairs of seismometers, the CCFs were finally folded at the origin
time and stacked to further enhance the SNR and to reduce the effect of
sources distribution (e.g., Sabra et al., 2005). Since we only considered
the vertical component of ground motions, our EGFs are dominated by
Rayleigh waves.

From the EGFs, we extracted the surface wave group velocities by
means of a frequency time analysis (FTAN; e.g., Dziewonski et al.,
1969). The FTAN technique applies a set of Gaussian filters with differ-
ent dominant frequencies to the input-signal spectrum. The arrival
times for each frequency band are then estimated from the maxima of
the time envelopes (i.e., group velocities). However, the FTAN method
leads to systematic errors in the group velocity estimates due to

variations in the spectral amplitudes that shift the central frequency to-
ward the origin of the filtered spectrum (Levshin, 1989). This shift was
corrected by considering the centroid frequency (Shapiro and Singh,
1999), which is the frequency where the filtered spectrum reaches its
maximum. The resulting dispersion curves were visually selected.
Only the group travel times for stations separated by more than three
wavelengths were accepted (Bensen et al., 2007). Besides, curves with
incoherent dispersion patterns were also rejected (i.e., the group veloc-
ity do not vary smoothly with the period) using as a reference the aver-
age dispersion curve obtained for the region by Iglesias et al. (2001).
Examples of dispersion curves between the EFRE station at the center
of the study region (RESCO network) andmany others with a complete
azimuthal coverage are shown in Fig. 3A and B. Fig. 3C also shows an
example of FTAN diagram obtained for the station pair EFRE-MA11
(RESCO-MARS; thicker blue lines in Fig. 3A and B).

3. Group velocity tomography

We obtained Rayleigh-wave group velocity maps from the picked
travel times at different periods (i.e., 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 s) by
means of a non-linear iterative 2-D tomographic technique (Rawlinson
et al., 2008; Saygin and Kennett, 2010). At each iteration, the ray paths
between stations were updated so that the influence of their length is
taken into account to compute theoretical arrival times. This step was
carried out by the fast marching method (FMM) (Sethian, 1996;
Rawlinson and Sambridge, 2004). The FMM is a grid-based Eikonal

Fig. 2. Band-pass filtered (10 s) EGFs with SNR higher than 15 as a function of interstation distance.
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solver that uses implicit wavefront construction and provides stable and
robust solutions for wave propagation in highly heterogeneous media
(Rawlinson and Sambridge, 2004; de Kool et al., 2006). The inversion
method then seeks for the perturbation of the model parameters that
better match the group velocity measurements. Once the perturbations
are estimated, themodel is updated and propagation paths are retraced
using the FMM scheme. In this study, we used the FastMarching Surface
Wave Tomography code developed byN. Rawlinson in the framework of
the aforementioned studies.

For eachperiod of interest, a set of 2D inversions (i.e., over horizontal
planes) was performed from the associated group velocity measure-
ments, using a regular grid with spatial increments of 0.18° × 0.16°
in latitude and longitude, respectively. The inversions were carried
out starting with homogeneous velocity models equal to the mean
velocity of each set of group speeds observed for the selected period.
Based on travel-time misfit values, we used standard L-curve analysis
(e.g., Menke, 2012) to determine the optimum weights (in a range of
value from 0 to 10,000) for the spatial smoothing and damping.

We performed synthetic checkerboard tests with the available path
distribution at different periods to investigate the resolution of our
tomographic images.We set an initial 2Dproblemcomposed of an alter-
nating pattern of low and high velocity perturbations (i.e., square cells
with 25 km per side; Fig. 4) and then try to recover the pattern with
the available path coverage for different periods (Fig. 5) using the
same inversion procedure. The synthetic inversion results are given in
Fig. 4 and show that the overall recovery of the velocity pattern is
good for periods smaller or equal to 20 s. At 25 s, resolution degrades
due to a significant reduction of paths density (Fig. 5), but it is still
possible to extract useful information. A smearing effect is observed in
all periods close to the edges of the station ray so that results should
be interpreted carefully in these regions. To exclude most of the unre-
solved zones of the model from our analysis, we defined a “satisfactory-
resolution-box” (dashed polygon in Figs. 4, 5 and 6), where our results
can be interpreted with fair enough confidence. The box excludes the
offshore and east-southeast areas of the model, where the smearing of
the checkerboards is evident for all periods.

Checkerboard tests can fail to recover certain kind of velocity anom-
alies. For example, Lévêque et al. (1993) demonstrated that, for certain
path coverage, the tests recover much better small patterns than larger
structures. Thus, care should be taken when evaluating the results
yielded by this kind of synthetic inversions. An alternative strategy to
estimate the resolution consists of analyzing the density of ray paths
at different periods (Fig. 5). In our case, a maximum number of 1136
paths were obtained for the shortest period of 5 s. For longer periods,
the number of paths gradually decreases down to a minimum value of
176 for the longest period of 25 s. The best-fitting Rayleigh-wave
group velocities maps are shown in Fig. 6 along with their associated
rms travel-time residuals.

4. Results and discussion

In order to assess the depth-range sampled in each tomographic
map, we computed sensitivity kernels for the Rayleigh-wave funda-
mental mode (Herrmann, 1989) at the periods shown in Figs. 4, 5 and
6. Since our study area encompasses different geological settings, to
compute the kernels we chose two distinct velocity structures obtained
for the region: (1) amodel determined beneath the Popocatépetl volca-
no (Cruz-Atienza et al., 2001), which includes both the superficial volca-
nic deposits associated to the TMVB and a low-velocity zone associated
to the volcano magma chamber; and (2) a typical crustal model deter-
mined along the coast in southernMexico (Iglesias et al., 2001) (middle
panel, Fig. 7). The kernels (left panel, Fig. 7) reveal the sensitivity of the
surface waves to small perturbations in depth for the model elastic
properties (Aki and Richards, 2002). Their maxima indicate the depths
where the corresponding eigenfunctions are primarily determined by
the model. The right panel of Fig. 7 shows the depth ranges where
sensitivity is higher than 85% of the maximum values. As expected,
the longer the period of the surface waves, the larger is the range of
depths with similar sensitivity. From now on, attributed depths in the
discussion and conclusion sections are based on these estimates.

4.1. The Colima volcano complex

Themost striking feature in Fig. 6 for all periods is a low-velocity zone
below the Colima volcano (denoted as “a” in the 5 s map of Fig. 6). For

A

B

C

Fig. 3. Examples of Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves. (A) Ray paths over a complete
azimuthal range with dispersion curves (color coded) shown in panel B. (B) Dispersion
curves for propagation paths shown in panel A. (C) FTAN spectrum (dispersion diagram)
for the station pair EFRE-MA11 (thick blue lines in panels A and B).
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the 3- and 5-s period maps (i.e., above ~7 km depth), we find very low
group velocities of ~1.6 km/s. Although no physical characterization
can be directly inferred from our measurements, we naturally associate

this zone to the presence of the shallow-crust magma body responsible
of the current Colima volcano activity (e.g., Lees, 2007). Similar observa-
tions were obtained for group velocity maps at Yellowstone (Stachnik

Fig. 4. Checkerboard tests for different periods. The upper-left panel shows the target checkerboard model (i.e., velocity perturbations; color scale). The other panels show the inversion
results for 5-, 10-, 15-, 20- and 25-s period. Stations are depicted with black triangles. The black dashed polygon represents the satisfactory-resolution-box. Major tectonic features (black
lines) are the same as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 5. Ray-path distribution for selected periods (5, 10, 15, 20 and 28 s). The number of rays used in the inversions is given at the bottomof each panel. The stations are depictedwith black
triangles. The black dashed polygon represents the satisfactory-resolution-box. Major tectonic features (black lines) are the same as in Fig. 1.
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et al., 2008) and beneath the Toba caldera (Stankiewicz et al., 2010).
Although numerous geophysical studies have been done in the CVC,
no clear evidence of the Colima volcano magma chamber has ever

been reported (e.g., Medina-Martínez et al., 1996; Zobin et al., 2002;
López-Loera, 2012). This work confirms the presence of a magma cham-
ber above ~7 km depth and provides insights of its horizontal geometry

a
b

c

f

d

e

Fig. 6. Rayleigh-wave group velocity tomographicmaps yielded by the inversions for selectedperiods of 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 s periods. Labels associated to velocity anomalies are referred
in the text. The red outline in the 15 s map represents the southern limit of the TMVB. Major tectonic features (black lines) and subducting slab isodepth contours (dotted lines) are the
same as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 7. Left: sensitivity kernels obtained for the velocity model by Iglesias et al. (2001); middle: velocity models (green: Iglesias et al. (2001); red: Cruz-Atienza et al. (2001)); right: max-
imum sensitivity depths (dots) for both models (same colors that middle panel) and associated ranges with 85% sensitivity (shaded zones).
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(i.e., lengths of about 30 km in the east-west direction and about 50 km
in the north-south graben axis), suggesting a structural control of the
Colima graben fault system. Furthermore, although with higher group
velocities (i.e., ~2.5 km/s), the CVC low-velocity body extends down-
ward, rooting up to ~22 km depth (i.e., 20-s period) roughly below the
volcano. This suggests the existence of a magma conduit allowing the
molten material to rise from the deep crust and thus the existence of a
magma reservoir at these depths, as proposed by Vigouroux et al.
(2008). Theexistenceof such conduit could be a consequence of the frac-
turing associated to the Colima graben, which facilitates the fluids rising
from the subducted slab (e.g., Luhr, 1992).

4.2. The Michoacán-Guanajuato volcanic field

Another prominent east-west trending low-velocity feature appears
to the south of the Chapala rift within the first ~7 km (i.e., for periods of
3 and 5 s). Such isolated body (denoted as “b” in the 5 s map of Fig. 6)
then merges with a deeper system to the southeast (denoted as “c” in
the 10 s map of Fig. 6) at depths larger than ~10 km, spreading all
over the Michoacán-Guanajuato volcanic field (MGVF; i.e., beneath the
Tancítaro volcano). Deeper, around 17–24 km depth (i.e., 15- and 20-s
periods), the CVC and MGVF low-velocity bodies merge beneath the
Colima rift, forming a horseshoe-like feature remarkably delineated by
the southernmost edge of the TMVB (red line in the 15 s map of Fig. 6).
The moderate group velocities of this large structure (around 2.7 km/s)
and its spatial correlation with the monogenetic volcanism (gray dots in
Fig. 1) indicate that the body may have a magmatic origin. Indeed, such
a low-velocity zone may be the consequence of the slab dehydration,
which promotes the accretion of deep magma bodies such as large bath-
oliths. The connection between the CVCmagmatic system and the MGVF
low-velocity structure at ~22 km depth suggests either a deep source of
magmamixing, as revealed by the anomalous enrichments of compatible
trace elements in Colima andesites (e.g., Luhr and Carmichael, 1980), or
the existence of a common magma source at that depth.

4.3. The Rivera plate mantle wedge

Deeper than ~30 km(i.e., 25 s), although a low-velocity root remains
below the Tancítaro-Paricutín volcanoes, most of low-velocity features
migrate to the northwest of the CVC describing an elongated slab-
parallel body, right beneath the monogenetic Mascota, Ayutla and
Tapalpa volcanic fields (MATVF; denoted as “d” in the 25 s map of
Fig. 6). Considering both the Rivera slab geometry below the body,
which abruptly increases its depth from ~40 to ~80 km (dashed lines
in Fig. 6) (Suhardja, 2013; Abbott, 2014), and the thickness of the con-
tinental crust of ~35 km (Ferrari et al., 2011 and references therein;
Suhardja, 2013), this low-velocity body may correspond to the mantle
wedge above the Rivera plate. Indeed, the water release from the
subducting slab serpentinizes the mantle wedge (e.g., Bostock et al.,
2002), producing lower velocity anomalies as compared to the
surrounding crustal minerals (Christensen, 1996). This phenomenon
is accentuated by the steeper subduction angle of the Rivera plate,
which induces a mantle wedge thickening away from the slab.
Actually, by means of receiver function analysis, Suhardja (2013)
inferred a serpentinized mantel wedge above the Rivera plate at
distances of ~80 to ~100 km from the coast, which is consistent with
our results (Fig. 6).

4.4. Volcanic deposits

The spatial correlation between the low-velocity bodies and the
superficial volcanic activity is one of the most noticeable results of this
study. The correlation is clear below (1) the Colima volcano in the cen-
ter of the study area, (2) the Colima and south of the Chapala rifts to the
north and northeast, (3) theMGVF to the east and (4) theMATVF to the
northwest. Yet, depending on their locations, the correlation appears at

different depths so that the shallower the low-velocity body, the youn-
ger are the associated volcanic deposits. For instance, in the currently
active Colima volcano, we find the low-velocity anomaly above ~3 km
depth (i.e., 3-s period). In the MGVF, where a low-velocity anomaly ap-
pears deeper, below ~10 km depth (i.e., 10-s period), the volcanism
started in the late Pliocene (2.78 Ma; e.g., Gómez-Tuena et al., 2007)
and the volume of material erupted in the last 40,000 years has been
an order of magnitude less than the Colima stratovolcano (Ferrari et al.,
2011). Moreover, in the MATVF, we find both the oldest lavas in the re-
gion with early Pliocene ages ranging from 4.5 to 4.69 Ma (e.g., Gómez-
Tuena et al., 2007) and the deepest low-velocity body that probably
reaches the mantle wedge, around 30 km depth (i.e., 25-s period).
These observations strongly suggest that all mentioned low-velocity
bodies have amagmatic origin and thenmay be responsible of the volca-
nisms in the entire region.

4.5. The subducting slab

An along-coast ~30 km width low-velocity zone appears around
28 km depth (i.e., 25-s period) primarily to the southeast of Manzanillo
bay (denoted as “e” in the 25 smap of Fig. 6). Considering the geometry
of the Cocos plate (Abbott, 2014), this bodymay correspond to the tran-
sition from continental to oceanic crusts. Although subducted basalts
are generally observed in tomographic studies with higher velocities
than the surrounding materials (e.g., Kárason and van der Hilst, 2000),
recent studies concluded that the basalts may contain pervasive water
and/or water-saturated oceanic sediments with low velocities at
the very top of the slab (Audet et al., 2009). We thus interpret such
low-velocity zone as the uppermost layer of the Cocos plate. This obser-
vation has also been done in the region by Suhardja (2013) and to the
east, in the Guerrero segment of the Cocos plate (e.g., Pérez-Campos
et al., 2008). Shallower, around15 kmdepth (i.e., 15- and 20-s periods),
the low-velocity zone appears to the northwest of the bay (denoted as
“f” in the 20 smap of Fig. 6), possibly indicating the presence of the cor-
responding uppermost layer of the Rivera plate. These observations
suggest that the Cocos plate subducts with a steeper angle than the
Rivera plate beneath the first ~30 km from the coast (i.e., with a slope
~9° steeper if we assume a depth difference of 13 kmbetween the plates
at 80 km from the trench). This result is also in agreement with recent
geophysical and geochemical studies (Andrews et al., 2011; Taran
et al., 2013; Abbott, 2014) and joints both the idea of the slab tear be-
tween the subducting plates somewhere beneath Manzanillo bay and
the hypothesis of the slab detachment in the region (e.g., Yang et al.,
2009; Suhardja, 2013) that would allow the asthenosphere to rise
above the plates to feed the Colima volcano.

Some of the interpretations of Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 are based on
the 25 s tomographic map (Fig. 6). Even though the ray-path density at
this period is the lowest (Fig. 5) and that smearing effects appeared in
the associated checkerboard test (Fig. 4), we believe that our results
are reliable enough to put forward the interpretations.

5. Conclusions

Detailed imaging of the crust was obtained across the Jalisco Block
and western Michoacán from a Rayleigh-wave group velocity tomogra-
phy by means of ambient noise cross correlations. Ambient noise
tomographywas performed using records of 78 seismic stations provid-
ing high-resolution images from ~2 to ~35 km depth. Results robustly
showa deep andwell-delineated volcanic systembelow the Colimavol-
cano rooting up to ~22 km depth. Seismic evidence of low velocities in
the upper 7 km indicates the presence of a shallow magmatic chamber
associated to a larger geothermal system limited by the Colima graben
fault system in the east-west direction. An independent east-west
trending low-velocity zone to the south of the Chapala rift and west of
the MGVF (i.e., beneath the Tancítaro-Paricutín volcanoes) spans up to
~15 km depth and then merges, underneath the Colima rift, with the
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CVC low-velocity body at about 20 km depth. Such large horseshoe-
shaped feature is perfectly delineated by the southernmost edge of
the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt. For depths greater than ~30 km,
low-velocity features become parallel to the slab strike, right beneath
the MATFV to the northwest of the CVC, suggesting the presence of
the serpentinized mantle wedge above the Rivera plate. Our results
also show a spatial correlation between the low-velocity bodies in the
region and the superficial volcanic activity. The correlation depends
on both, the age of the associated deposits and the location of the bod-
ies. We concluded that the age of volcanism along the Trans-Mexican
Volcanic front in its western sector is directly correlated with depth of
the low-velocity bodies, so that the shallower the bodies, the younger
are the volcanic deposits. This strongly suggests that the low-velocity
anomalies have a magmatic origin probably responsible of the overrid-
ing volcanism.

On the other hand, an along-coast ~30 kmwidth low-velocity region
to the southeast of the Manzanillo bay appears around 28 km depth.
We interpret this region as the uppermost layer of the Cocos plate.
Shallower, around 15 km depth, the low-velocity zone appears to the
northwest of the bay, probably revealing the corresponding uppermost
layer of the Rivera plate. These observations suggest that the Cocos plate
subducts with an angle ~9° steeper than the Rivera plate and thus
support the idea of the slab tear between both plates somewhere be-
neath Manzanillo, as suggested by previous works.
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